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Abstract

In the reordering buffer problem a sequence of items
located in a metric space arrive online, and have to be
processed by a single server moving within the metric
space. At any point in time, the first k still unprocessed
items from the sequence are available for processing and
the server has to select one of these items and process it
by visiting its location. The goal is to process all items
while minimizing the total distance the server moves.

Englert, Räcke, Westermann (STOC’07) gave a
deterministic O(D · log k)-competitive online algorithm
for weighted tree metrics with hop-diameter D. We
improve the analysis of this algorithm and significantly
improve the dependency on D. Specifically, we show
that the algorithm is in fact O(logD+log k)-competitive.
Our analysis is quite robust. Even when an optimal
algorithm, to which we compare the online algorithm, is
allowed to choose between the first h > k unprocessed
items, the online algorithm is still O(h·(logD+log h)/k)-
competitive. For h = (1 + ε) · k, with constant ε > 0,
this is optimal.

Our results also imply better competitive ratio
for general metric spaces, improving the randomized
O(log n · log2 k) result for n-point metric spaces from
STOC’07 to O(log n · log k).

1 Introduction

In the reordering buffer problem, a sequence of items
located in a metric space arrive online, and have to be
processed by a single server moving within the metric
space. There exists a request buffer that can hold up
to k requests and gives the server some flexibility in
choosing the next request to serve. More precisely, at
any point in time, the first k still unprocessed items
from the sequence are available for processing and the
server has to select one of these items and process it
by visiting its location. The goal is to process all items
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while minimizing the total distance that the server is
moving.

This model has been introduced by Räcke et al. [26]
for modeling the context switching cost that occurs
in applications in many different areas ranging from
production engineering through computer graphics to
information retrieval [6, 14, 21, 25]. In this paper we
focus on the online version of the problem in which the
server does not see future requests in the input stream
but has to make its decision online only depending on
past requests and on the items currently in the buffer.
The worst case ratio between the cost of the online
algorithm and the cost of an optimal offline algorithm is
called the competitive ratio.

Englert, Räcke, Westermann [16] gave a determinis-
tic O(D ·log k)-competitive online algorithm for weighted
tree metrics with hop-diameter D. In this paper we im-
prove the analysis of this algorithm and significantly
improve the dependency on D. We show that the al-
gorithm is in fact O(log k + logD)-competitive. Our
analysis is quite robust, and also extends to the case
when we compare the performance of the online algo-
rithm to the performance of an optimum algorithm with
larger buffer size h ≥ k. We prove a competitive ratio of
O(hk (log h+ logD)), i. e., the competitive ratio increases
gracefully as h increases.

Theorem 1.1. On tree metrics with hop-diameter D,
PAY, with a buffer of size k, is O(h

k (log h + logD))-
competitive against an optimal offline algorithm with a
buffer of size h.

For h = (1 + ε) · k, with constant ε > 0, our analysis
is optimal. Therefore, any further improvement for the
case h = k must involve a proof that does not share the
robustness property of the proof presented here. This
follows from two results: Firstly, Aboud [1] has shown
that on a uniform metric (a star) the gap between two
optimal algorithms (one with buffer-size k, the other
with buffer-size h = 4k) can be as large as Ω(log k). In
Appendix A, we give a slightly different proof, inspired
by the input sequence generation in [17], that shows that
the same bound can in fact be shown for any h that is
any constant factor larger than k. Hence, any online



algorithm (deterministic or randomized) also must have
competitive ratio at least Ω(log k) when compared to
an optimal algorithm with a buffer that is larger by a
constant factor. Secondly, Bieńkowski et al. [13] gives
an instance on a line with D equidistant points, on
which the gap between two optimal algorithms (buffer
sizes h = (1 + ε) · k and k, respectively) is Ω(logD)
(as long as k ≥ logD). Again, any online algorithm
must therefore have competitive ratio Ω(logD) when
compared to an optimal algorithm with a buffer that is
larger by a constant factor.

We then show that for the special case of hierarchi-
cally well separated trees (HSTs) the competitive ratio
improves to O(h

k · log h), or simply O(log k) if h = k.
Note that this bound is independent of the diameter
of the tree. Combining this result with the results on
probabilistically approximating arbitrary metrics by tree
metrics [11, 12, 19], we obtain a randomized scheduling
strategy for general metric spaces that achieves a com-
petitive ratio of O(log k · log n) in expectation against
an oblivious adversary. Here n denotes the number of
distinct points in the metric space. This improves the
previous best result for general metric spaces [16] by
a Θ(log k)-factor. If the metric space is not known in
advance one can e.g. use Bartal [11] to construct a tree
embedding as the points in the metric space appear.
This gives an overall guarantee of O(log ∆ log n log k),
where ∆ denotes the aspect ratio of the metric space.

1.1 Further Work. Most previous work on the re-
ording buffer problem focuses on the online problem in
uniform star networks. Räcke et al. [26] introduced the
problem and developed a deterministic algorithm with
competitive ratio O(log2 k). This was first improved to
O(log k) [18], and later to O(log k/ log log k) [6], before
Adamaszek et al. [2] obtained a bound of O(

√
log k),

which is close to optimal due to a lower bound of
Ω(
√

log k/ log log k) shown in the same paper. Avigdor-
Elgrabli and Rabani [8] showed that randomization can
give an exponential improvement to the competitive ra-
tio by developing an algorithm with competitive ratio
O(log log k). This is optimal due to a corresponding
lower bound proved by Adamaszek et al. [2].

Khandekar and Pandit [24] analyze the reordering
buffer problem for D uniformly-spaced points on a
line with the motivation that this scenario models the
disc scheduling problem. They present a randomized
algorithm with a competitive ratio of O(log2D) in
expectation against an oblivious adversary. Gamzu and
Segev [20] improve this by presenting a deterministic
Θ(logD)-competitive strategy that also works if the
points are unevenly spaced. In addition, they give,
for the line metric, a lower bound of ≈ 2.154 on the

competitive ratio of any deterministic algorithm.
There has been a large amount of further work on

hardness and approximation of the offline problem as
well as other variants of the online problem for different
metrics. See, for example, [3], [4], [5], [7], [9], [10], [15],
[22], and [23].

2 The Algorithm

We study the algorithm PAY which was introduced in
[16]. Initially, the reordering buffer is filled with the
first k items from the input sequence. After that, PAY
alternates between a selection and a processing phase.

The selection phase identifies a set of items to be
visited by the server. It works as follows. Each item
stored in the buffer generates “payment” at a unit rate.
This payment can be placed on edges. An edge e is
fully paid, if the amount of payment pay(e) on the edge
is equal to the length `(e) of the edge. The payment
generated by an item in a time interval [t, t+dt) is placed
on the first edge on the path from the item to PAY’s
server that is not fully paid. This continuous process of
generating and placing payment is stopped once PAY’s
server is connected, through fully paid edges, to at least
one item. At this point, PAY’s server will be located in
a connected subgraph induced by fully paid edges.

In the processing, phase the items located in this
connected subgraph are processed. This is done as
follows. Let p denote the position of the PAY-server at
the beginning of the processing phase, and let p′ denote
a position in the connected subgraph that is furthest
from p. The PAY-server visits all items in the connected
subgraph and chooses p′ as its new location. In addition,
the payment on all edges in the subgraph (but not on
other edges) is cleared, i.e., pay(e) := 0 for these edges.
Finally, the now empty slots in the buffer are filled up
again by the next items in the input sequence. If the
buffer contains k items again, we go back to carry out
a new selection phase. Otherwise, the algorithms stops
(clearing the remaining items in the buffer in an optimal
way).

We only use the notion of continuous time for the
selection phase. That means that if the i-th selection
phase last from time t to time t′, then the (i + 1)-th
selection phase starts at time t′. That is, the processing
phase in between happens instantaneous and time does
not progress during it. We also note that while we
describe the selection phase as a continuous process, it
can be easily discretized and implemented efficiently.

3 Proof of Theorem 1.1

To compare PAY to an optimal offline algorithm, we fix
such an optimal offline algorithm OPT and we imagine



running PAY and OPT in parallel on the same input.
PAY has a buffer that can store up to k and OPT has a
buffer that can store up to h ≥ k items.

More precisely, initially OPT’s and PAY’s buffer
contain the first h and k items of the input sequence,
respectively. Then PAY performs a selection phase
followed by a processing phase which processes, say, x
items. After that, OPT will also process x items and fill
up its buffer with the next x items in the input sequence.

We start with a basic observation. Let costi denote
the sum of lengths of edges in the connected subgraph
that contains PAY’s server in the i-th processing phase.

Observation 1. The total cost of PAY, i.e., the total
distance PAY’s server travels, is at most 2 ·

∑
i costi.

Ideally, we would like to perform the following
analysis: Fix an edge e = {u, v}. This edge splits the
tree into two subtrees Tu and Tv containing u and v
respectively. Imagine OPT’s server is located in Tv.
How often can e contribute to some costi, i.e., be part
of the connected subgraph, before OPT traverses e as
well? Bounding this would give a bound on

∑
i costi in

terms of the optimal cost and, due to the observation
above, also give us a bound on PAY’s overall cost.

Unfortunately, this approach fails for multiple rea-
sons. The first problem is the following: When a con-
nected subraph is processed, PAY’s server moves from
some initial position p to a new position p′. If, for each
processing phase, p and p′ are always both contained
in Tu but the connected subgraph always contains the
edge e, this tells us very little about when OPT needs
to visit Tu. (We do know that each time a new item is
processed in Tu and therefore after at most h+ k such
phases OPT will have h items located in Tu and none
in Tv forcing it to use edge e. But we are aiming for a
much better bound than O(h+ k).)

As we will see in our remaining analysis, the situation
is much better if the starting point p lies in Tv instead of
Tu. In other words, the edges in the connected subgraph
of some processing phase that are problematic are the
ones that lie on the path from the initial position p of
the PAY server to the position q of the OPT server.
Therefore, we introduce a new cost reduced-costi of the
i-th processing phase which is equal to costi minus the
total length of edges in the connected subgraph that lie
on the path from p to q. This way we will be able to
ignore the problematic edge costs, because the following
claim implies that it is sufficient to find a good bound
on
∑

i reduced-costi.

Claim 1.
∑

i costi ≤ 2 ·OPT + 3 ·
∑

i reduced-costi.

Proof. Suppose we are at the start of some processing
phase i. PAY’s server is at some location p which lies in

a connected subgraph induced by fully paid edges. As
before, for simplicity we will just call this the connected
subgraph from now on. After processing all items in
this connected subgraph, PAY’s server is located at a
point p′ which is furthest away from p in the connected
subgraph. Let q be the last vertex in the connected
subgraph on the path from p to OPT’s server. Note that
reduced-costi is equal to costi minus the length of the
path from p to q.

Let x be the point at which the paths from p to p′

and from p to q split. Let path-cost1i denote the length
of the path from p to x and let path-cost2i denote the
length of the path from x to q. We have reduced-costi =
costi − path-cost1i − path-cost2i and will now argue
that

∑
i path-cost

1
i ≤ 2 · OPT +

∑
i reduced-costi and

path-cost2i ≤ reduced-costi. Note that this implies the
claim since∑
i

costi =
∑
i

(reduced-costi + path-cost1i + path-cost2i )

≤
∑
i

reduced-costi + 2 ·OPT

+
∑
i

reduced-costi +
∑
i

reduced-costi .

We start with the easier second part. The length of
the path from x to q is at most as long as the length of the
path from x to p′, because otherwise p′ was not a furthest
point from p in the connected subgraph. Therefore, it
must also be the case that path-cost2i ≤ reduced-costi.

Now for the more involved first part. Consider any
edge e = {u, v} on the path from p to x. The removal of
this edge would result in two subtrees Tu and Tv that are
attached to vertex u and v, respectively. Now, w.l.o.g. p
is located in Tu. But then p′, q, and OPT’s server must
be located in Tv. Suppose the next processing phase
in which edge e is fully paid is some processing phase
j > i. Either OPT has moved its server over edge e
in between processing phase i and j, or, in processing
phase j, e cannot lie on the path from PAY’s to OPT’s
server. Note that in the latter case e will contribute to
reduced-costj .

It may happen that no next processing phase j exists
in which e is fully paid, because we have reached the end
of the input sequence. However, this can only happen
once for each edge and, furthermore, only for edges that
have to be traversed by OPT at least once (because
the input sequence must contain at least one item in
Tu and one in Tv). Therefore the total cost neglected
in this way is bounded by OPT. Altogether, we get∑

i path-cost
1
i ≤ OPT + OPT +

∑
i reduced-costi. �

If
∑

i reduced-costi ≤ OPT, the claim, combined
with Observation 1, already implies that PAY is 10-
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Figure 1: White nodes are nodes at which items are located. The solid part of the edges indicates payment. The
double edges are fully paid and are part of the connected sub-graph. In this processing phase, the server would
start at p and end at p′. Edge e would not contribute to reduced-cost since it lies between p and the OPT-server.

competitive. Therefore, we assume
∑

i reduced-costi >
OPT from now on. In this case, the claim implies

(3.1)
∑
i

costi ≤ 5 ·
∑
i

reduced-costi .

In the following, we will work with a more wasteful
inequality instead.

(3.2)
∑
i

costi ≤ 10 ·
∑
i

reduced-costi .

While this is not necessary for our analysis for general
trees, it will be helpful in the analysis for hierarchically
well separated trees in Section 4.

Ideally we would now like to find an upper bound
on the number of times an edge e contributes to some
reduced-costi term in relation to the number of times
OPT traverses e. However, this cannot be done directly
either and requires a further type of amortization. To
this end, we introduce the concept of discount. In our
algorithm, each item generates payment and places it
on edges. In addition to this, we now let items also
generate discount which is placed on edges. The discount
generation is only used in the analysis and not in the
algorithm itself. It therefore can be based on the entire
input sequence and OPT’s actions.

Recall that each item in PAY’s buffer generates
payment dt on the first non-fully paid edge towards the
PAY server. Suppose item I is in the PAY buffer for
dI time units after having arrived at time aI . Further
suppose item I generates a total payment of p(I, e) on
edge e. We define α(I, e) := p(I, e)/dI . That is α(I, e)
indicates what fraction of the total payment generated
by I, is generated on edge e.

We now let each item stored either in OPT’s or
PAY’s buffer (but not in both) generate discount on
each edge e between the item’s location and the PAY-

server. In each time interval of length dt an item places

k · α(I, e) + 1/D

160h
· dt

discount on such an edge. Let IOPT
e (i) be the set of

items stored in OPT’s buffer that generate discount on
edge e during selection phase i and let IPAY

e (i) be the set
of items stored in PAY’s buffer that generate discount
on edge e during selection phase i.

Finally, we need one more type of discount. Let
q(I, e) be the payment generated by item I on edge e
after time aI + 159dI/160 (note that in total over all
edges this is only dI/160). Right before being processed
by PAY, item I allocates an extra discount of 4q(I, e) to
edge e.

Claim 2. The total amount of discount placed by all
items is at most 5% of the total payment

∑
I dI =∑

I

∑
e p(I, e) =

∑
i costi generated by all items.

Proof. The total discount generated by an item I during
a time interval dt is at most∑
e

k · α(I, e) + 1/D

160h
· dt =

∑
e

k · p(I, e)/dI + 1/D

160h
· dt

=
k

160h
+
∑
e

k

160hD
· dt ≤ k

80h
· dt .

There are at most h + k ≤ 2h items stored in OPT’s
or PAY’s buffer at any point in time. Combined, they
generate discount of at most k/40 · dt, while k items in
PAY’s buffer generate payment of k ·dt at the same time.

Finally, each item I places an additional amount
of extra discount 4

∑
e q(I, e) = 4(dI − 159dI/160) =

dI/40. But the same item also generates payment of∑
e p(I, e) = dI over its lifetime in PAY’s buffer. �



Note that due to Equation 3.2, we can also conclude
that the total discount placed by all items is at most∑

i reduced-costi/2.
Just like payment, discount is removed from edges in

the connected subgraph after the processing phase. We
now further limit the number of edges that we consider
to contribute cost to processing phase i. Specifically,
consider the connected subgraph of processing phase i.
Let discounted-costi denote the total length of edges in
the connected subgraph which are neither

1. on the path between the initial position of the PAY-
server and the position of the OPT-server nor

2. carry a discount of `(e) or more at the beginning of
the processing phase.

Since the total discount placed on edges is at most∑
i reduced-costi/2, we can make the following obser-

vation.

Observation 2.∑
i

discounted-costi

≥
∑
i

reduced-costi −
1

2

∑
i

reduced-costi

=
1

2

∑
i

reduced-costi .

Fix an edge e = {u, v} and let Tu and Tv be the two
subtrees obtained by deleting e. Assume w.l.o.g. that
OPT’s server is in Tv. We want to analyze for how many
i, the edge e can contribute to discounted-costi before
OPT’s server traverses e to enter Tu. In the following
we will show that the number of times this can happen
is bounded by O(hk · (log h+ logD)), which will conclude
the proof of the theorem. Let

rateOPT
e (i) =

∑
I∈IOPT

e (i)

k · α(I, e) + 1/D

160h

be the rate of discount generation on e during selection
phase i (which is followed by processing phase i) by
items in OPT’s buffer. Note that if selection phase i
lasts for time T , items in OPT’s buffer will generate
a total discount of T · rateOPT

e (i) on e. Similarly let
ratePAY

e (i) =
∑

I∈IPAY
e (i) k · (α(I, e) + 1/D)/(160h) be

the rate of discount generation on e during selection
phase i by items in PAY’s buffer.

Lemma 3.1. Suppose the i-th processing phase is one
for which edge e = {u, v} contributes to discounted-costi
and let processing phase i′ < i be the last processing phase
before i in which edge e was contained in the connected

subgraph to be processed. If such an i′ does not exist, let
i′ be the first processing phase. If OPT does not traverse
edge e between processing phase i′ and processing phase
i+ 1, either

rateOPT
e (i+ 1) >

(
1 +

k

102400h

)
· rateOPT

e (i)

or

ratePAY
e (i+ 1) <

(
1− k

102400h

)
· ratePAY

e (i) .

Proof. As before, let Tv and Tu be the two subtrees
obtained by deleting edge e. When the i-th processing
phase starts, PAY and OPT must be contained in the
same subtree since e contributes to discounted-costi and
therefore cannot lie on the path between the PAY-server
and the OPT-server. Assume w.l.o.g. that both servers
are located in Tv. In fact, they must also be located in
Tv during all selection phases i′ + 1, . . . , i. For PAY this
follows from the fact that the last processing phase in
which e was contained in the connected subgraph was i′.
For OPT this follows from the explicit assumption that
OPT does not traverse edge e between processing phase
i′ and processing phase i+ 1.

Let P be the set of items that generated payment
on e in at least one of the selection phases i′ + 1, . . . , i.
We observe that all items in P are located in Tu since
the PAY server is located in Tv. Another important
observation is that all items in P will be processed
by PAY in processing phase i. These items generate
payment on e and e is in the connected subgraph of
processing phase i. Thus, these items are also part of
the connected subgraph of processing phase i. Now we
partition P = POPT ·∪ PPAY into the subset POPT ⊆ P
of items that are also stored in OPT’s buffer and the
subset PPAY ⊆ P of items that are exclusively stored in
PAY’s buffer at the beginning of processing phase i.

Each selection phase of the algorithm has a duration
that indicates how much payment each item in PAY’s
buffer generates during the phase. Let T be the total
combined duration of selection phases i′ + 1, . . . , i.

Let O ⊆ P be the subset of items I for which
dI > 160 · T , i.e., items that have been in the buffer for
a significantly longer duration than just these selection
phases. For any such item we have p(I, e) = q(I, e). This
is because I ∈ P only generates payment on e during
selection phases i′ + 1, . . . , i and these phases make up
at most 1/160-th of the total lifetime of the item I.

Claim 3. The following three inequalities hold.

1.
∑

I∈O p(I, e) < `(e)/4.

2. rateOPT
e (i) < `(e)/T .



3. ratePAY
e (i) < `(e)/T .

Proof. All three statements follow from the fact that
edge e must have received less than `(e) discount.
Specifically:

1. If
∑

I∈O p(I, e) =
∑

I∈O q(I, e) ≥ `(e)/4, we get a
contradiction. All items in I ∈ O allocate extra
discount 4 · q(I, e) to edge e. Therefore the total
amount of discount on e would be at least `(e).
However, in that case e would not contribute to
discounted-costi as required by the lemma.

2. If rateOPT
e (i) ≥ `(e)/T , the items in IOPT

e (i)
generate at least `(e) discount on e during selection
phases i′+1, . . . , i. Therefore e would not contribute
to discounted-costi.

3. If ratePAY
e (i) ≥ `(e)/T , the items in IPAY

e (i)
generate at least `(e) discount on e during selection
phases i′+1, . . . , i. Therefore e would not contribute
to discounted-costi. �

Observe that `(e) =
∑

I∈P p(I, e) =
∑

I∈POPT p(I, e) +∑
I∈PPAY p(I, e). Now, we distinguish two cases depend-

ing on whether the items in PPAY or POPT give the
larger contribution.

• In the case that
∑

I∈POPT p(I, e) ≥ `(e)/2, we have∑
I∈POPT\O p(I, e) ≥ `(e)/4. We observe that∑
I∈POPT

α(I, e) ≥
∑

I∈POPT\O

α(I, e)

=
∑

I∈POPT\O

p(I, e)

dI

≥
∑

I∈POPT\O

p(I, e)

160T
≥ `(e)

640T
.

Because OPT does not visit subtree Tu and because
PAY processes all items in P ⊇ POPT, items in
POPT are exclusively stored in OPT’s buffer during
selection phase i + 1. Therefore, IOPT

e (i + 1) =
IOPT
e (i) ·∪ POPT. Hence

rateOPT
e (i+ 1) ≥ rateOPT

e (i) +
k

160h

∑
I∈POPT

α(I, e)

≥ rateOPT
e (i) +

k

160h
· `(e)

640T

> rateOPT
e (i) +

k

160h
· rateOPT

e (i)

640

= rateOPT
e (i) ·

(
1 +

k

102400h

)
.

• If
∑

I∈PPAY p(I, e) ≥ `(e)/2, then by arguments
symmetric to the ones in the first case it follows
that

ratePAY
e (i+ 1) < ratePAY

e (i) ·
(

1− k

102400h

)
.

This concludes the proof of the lemma. �

In addition to the previous lemma, we observe that
for any selection phase i, we have ratePAY

e (i + 1) ≤
ratePAY

e (i) and rateOPT
e (i+ 1) ≥ rateOPT

e (i) unless OPT
visits subtree Tu by traversing e after processing phase
i. This holds because the set of items in Tu that are
exclusively stored in PAY’s buffer cannot increase and
the set of items in Tu that are exclusively stored in
OPT’s buffer cannot decrease unless OPT visits Tu.

Lemma 3.1 tells us that as long as OPT does not
traverse edge e, rateOPT

e (i) increases by some factor or
ratePAY

e (i) decreases by some factor if e contributes to
discounted-costi. Combined with the following lower and
upper bounds on rateOPT

e (i) and ratePAY
e (i), this will

conclude the proof of the theorem.

Claim 4. For any edge e and selection phase i,

• rateOPT
e (i) and ratePAY

e (i) are upper bounded by
k/80 and

• rateOPT
e (i) and ratePAY

e (i) are either 0 or at least
k/(160hD).

Proof. The following equation gives the upper bound on
rateOPT

e (i).

rateOPT
e (i) =

∑
I∈IOPT

e (i)

k · α(I, e) + 1/D

160h

≤
∑

I∈IOPT
e (i)

k · 1 + 1/D

160h

≤ k · 1 + 1/D

160
≤ k

80
.

The upper bound on ratePAY
e (i) follows by the same

reasoning.
For the second statement observe that rateOPT

e (i) =
0 if IOPT

e (i) = ∅. However, if IOPT
e (i) 6= ∅, then

rateOPT
e (i) =

∑
I∈IOPT

e (i)

k · α(I, e) + 1/D

160h
≥ k

160hD
.

Again, the same reasoning provides the required bound
on ratePAY

e (i). �

Claim 5. Let istart, . . . , iend denote a sequence of con-
secutive phases during which OPT does not traverse



edge e. Then there are at most O(h
k (log h + logD))

many i ∈ {istart, . . . , iend} for which e contributes to
discounted-costi.

Proof. Whenever e contributes, either rateOPT
e (i) in-

creases by a (1 + k
102400h )-factor or ratePAY

e (i) decreases

by a (1− k
102400h )-factor. Because of the upper and lower

bounds on the rates from Claim 4, this can happen at
most

log( k/80
k/(160hD) )

log(1 + k
102400h )

= O
(h
k

(log h+ logD)
)

times for rateOPT
e (i), and at most

log(k/(160hD)
k/80 )

log(1− k
102400h )

= O
(h
k

(log h+ logD)
)

times for ratePAY
e (i). �

From the above claim we get that
∑

i discounted-costi ≤
O(h

k (log h + logD)) · OPT. Combining this with Ob-
servation 2 and Equation 3.2 concludes the proof of
Theorem 1.1.

4 Hierarchically Well Separated Trees

Our improved analysis for trees also implies an improved
result for hierarchically well separated trees (HSTs). A
2-HST is a rooted tree such that

• all leaf vertices are on the same level, i.e., have the
same hop-distance from the root,

• all edges on the same level have the same length,
and

• the length of an edge connecting a level i vertex
to a level i+ 1 vertex is half the length of an edge
connecting a level i− 1 vertex to a level i vertex.

We further assume that items can only be located at leaf
vertices.

In [16], it is shown that PAY is O(D · log k)-
competitive for trees. For 2-HSTs this bound is then
improved to O(log2 k).1 In the same way, we can use our
result from the previous section to obtain an upper bound
of O(log k) on the competitive ratio of PAY for 2-HSTs
which improves the previous O(log2 k) bound. Given
the analysis of the previous section, this follows from
the same techniques and arguments that were used in

1There are other versions of HSTs but they all can be suitably
approximated by the 2-HSTs defined here. The restriction for

items to arrive at leaf vertices can be removed using the same
techniques. See [16] for more details.

[16]. For completeness, we include the arguments in the
following. Since we are proving asymptotic statements,
we assume throughout that k is sufficiently large.

Since the HST is a rooted tree, the connected
subgraph of a processing phase i contains a unique vertex
that is on the lowest level (i.e., closest to the root) among
all vertices contained in the connected subgraph. Let
this vertex be y. Again, let p denote the vertex at which
the PAY-server starts in processing phase i and let p′

denote the position where it stops. Remember that p
and p′ must both be leaves. Also observe that y lies
on the path between p and p′. The first modification
to the proof in the previous section is that we do not
allow edges on the path between p and y to contribute
to reduced-costi and discounted-costi anymore.

Specifically, consider the connected subgraph of
processing phase i. Let reduced-costHST

i denote the total
length of edges in the connected subgraph which are
neither

1. on the path between p and y nor

2. on the path between p and the position of the OPT-
server.

As before, let x denote the vertex at which the
paths from p to p′ and from p to the location of the
OPT-server split. If x lies on the path between y
and p′, then any edge between p and y was already
excluded from contributing to reduced-costi. So now
consider the case that x lies on the path between p
and y. Then reduced-costHST

i must be at least as large
as the total length of edges on the path between p
and y, since all edges on the equally long path from
y to p′ contribute to reduced-costHST

i . Therefore, overall
reduced-costHST

i ≥ reduced-costi − reduced-costHST
i and

hence

10 · reduced-costHST
i ≥ 5 · reduced-costi ≥ costi,

where the last inequality was given in Equation 3.1.
Thus, we get the corresponding inequality to Equation
3.2.

The second modification to the proof of Theorem 1.1
is a change of the rate at which items generate discount.
Previously, each item stored either in OPT’s or PAY’s
buffer (but not in both) generated discount on each edge
e between the item’s location and the PAY-server. In
each time interval of length dt an item placed

k · α(I, e) + 1/D

160h
· dt

discount on such an edge. We change the 1/D term in
this expression depending on whether e is one of the
longer or one of the shorter edges on which I might
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Figure 2: The part of an HST that is the path between
an item I and the PAY-server. e is a short edge. emax

is the longest edge on the path that does not lie on the
path from the PAY-server to the root of the tree.

generate discount. Specifically, for a selection phase i
consider the edges on the path between the location of
the item and the PAY-server. We call the longest 4 log h
edges on this path long edges for selection phase i and
item I and the remaining edges short edges. In each
time interval of length dt during the selection phase, the
item now generates discount

k · α(I, e) + 1/(8 log h)

160h
· dt

on long edges e. Let emax be the longest edge on the
path. Then, in each time interval of length dt during
the selection phase, the item now generates discount(

k

160h
· α(I, e) + k · `(e)

`(emax)

)
· dt

on short edges e. However, rateOPT
e (i) and ratePAY

e (i)
are now defined as if all edges where long edges. That
is,

rateOPT
e (i) :=

∑
I∈IOPT

e (i)

k · α(I, e) + 1/(8 log h)

160h

and

ratePAY
e (i) :=

∑
I∈IPAY

e (i)

k · α(I, e) + 1/(8 log h)

160h
.

Now, we show that the claim that relates the total
discount to the total payment (Claim 2) still holds for
this new discount generation scheme.

Claim 6. The total amount of dicount placed by all
items is at most 5% of the total payment generated by
all items.

Proof. The total discount D(I) generated by an item I
during a time interval dt is at most

k

160h

∑
e∈Elong∪Eshort

α(I, e)dt+
∑

e∈Elong

k

160h
· 1

8 log h
dt

+
∑

e∈Eshort

k
`(e)

`(emax)
dt ,

where Elong and Eshort denote the set of long and short
edges, respectively, on its path to the PAY-server. We
can simplify this to

D(i) ≤ k

160h
dt+

∑
e∈Elong

k

160h
· 1

8 log h
dt

+ k

∑
e∈Eshort

`(e)

`(emax)
dt ≤ k

80h
dt .

The last step follows because |Elong| ≤ 4 log h and∑
e∈Eshort

`(e) ≤ 4 · `(emax)/h2 ≤ `(emax)/(320h), which
holds (for sufficiently large h) because the edges are
geometrically increasing which means that the longest
short edge must be a lot shorter than the longest long
edge emax.

Since, in every phase at most h + k ≤ 2h items
generate discount we obtain that the total discount
generated in this way (without extra discount) is only

2h
k

80h
T ≤ kT/40 ,

where T is the combined total time of all selection phases
of the online algorithm.

The generation of extra discount did not change.
Therefore the total extra discount generated over all
items is at most kT/40, as in the proof of Claim 2. Since
the algorithm generates a total payment of kT the claim
follows. �

It now may happen that the actual discount gener-
ation rate is lower than what rateOPT

e (i) or ratePAY
e (i)

indicate. This could potentially cause issues in Lemma
3.1 where we rely on this discount generation. Neverthe-
less, the following lemma shows that such problems do
not arise.

Lemma 4.1. Suppose that an edge e = {u, v} con-
tributes to discounted-costHST

i for the i-th processing
phase. Let processing phase i′ < i be the last process-
ing phase before i in which edge e was contained in the
connected subgraph to be processed. If such an i′ does



not exist, let i′ be the first processing phase. Further
assume that OPT does not traverse edge e between pro-
cessing phase i′ and processing phase i + 1. Then for
every j ∈ [i′ + 1, i], the true discount generation rate
on e in selection phase j by items exclusively stored in
OPT’s and PAY’s buffer is not less than rateOPT

e (j) and
ratePAY

e (j), respectively.

Proof. We first observe that e cannot lie on the path
from the PAY-server to the root of the tree during
any selection phase in [i′ + 1, i]. Otherwise, e would
not contribute to discounted-costHST

i according to our
definition. Secondly, the OPT-server and the PAY-server
must be on the same side of e during every selection
phase in [i′+1, i]. This is because, due to the assumptions
in the lemma, they cannot traverse e during this interval
and if they were located on different sides, e would not
contribute to discounted-costHST

i . Further we note that
any item generating discount on e during some selection
phase in [i′ + 1, i], must either be exclusively stored in
OPT’s buffer or exclusively stored in PAY’s buffer during
each selection phase in [i′ + 1, i]. This is because e must
lie on the path from that item to the PAY-server (and
therefore also on the path to the OPT-server) in such a
selection phase. However, because neither server crosses
e between processing phase i′ and selection phase i, the
item must in fact be exclusively stored in the OPT or
PAY buffer for the entire duration of this interval.

Now assume for contradiction that the lemma is
not true. Then there must be an item I for which
e is a short edge during some selection phase j ∈
[i′ + 1, i] (see Figure 2 for an illustration). e may be a
short edge for multiple selection phases which involve
different maximum edges emax with respect to e. We
are interested in those selection phases for which this
maximum edge is the longest. We choose j to be the
first such selection phase in [i′ + 1, i].

Note that this implies that emax separates e and the
item I from the PAY-server in selection phase j, because
e cannot lie on the path from the PAY-server to the root
of the tree. Furthermore, in the preceding processing
phase, emax was part of the connected subgraph because
otherwise emax also would be a long edge for I in selection
phase j − 1, which contradicts our choice of j (note that
in this case j − 1 > i′ as the PAY-server cannot traverse
edge e without traversing emax). We conclude that, at
the start of selection phase j, edge emax has no payment.

The edge emax separates the PAY-server from edge
e during selection phase j and this must remain true
until the first processing phase j′ ≥ j in which emax

is contained in the connected subgraph again. This
also implies that j′ ≤ i, because e is in the connected
subgraph of processing phase i.

At most k items can generate payment at any single

point in time. Therefore the total combined duration
of selection phases j, . . . , j′ must be at least `(emax)/k.
Item I generates discount on e in every selection phase
in [j, j′]. Therefore, during the same time, I generates
discount of at least `(emax)/k · k · `(e)/`(emax) ≥ `(e)
on edge e. Therefore, the discount on e in processing
phase i is also at least `(e) and e would not contribute to
discounted-costHST

i , which contradicts the assumptions
of the lemma. �

Finally, we observe that with the new discount
generation, Claim 4 improves as follows.

Claim 7. For any edge e and selection phase i,

• rateOPT
e (i) and ratePAY

e (i) are upper bounded by
k/80 and

• rateOPT
e (i) and ratePAY

e (i) are either 0 or at least
k/(1280h log h).

Using this improved claim in combination with the still
valid Lemma 3.1, improves the bound in Claim 5 from
O(h

k (log h + logD)) to O(h
k (log h + log log h)), which

concludes our analysis for HSTs.

5 Conclusions

We have shown a competitive ratio of O(hk (log h+logD))
on tree-metrics of hop-diameter D against an adversary
with buffer size h ≥ k. Our results are tight for
h = (1 + ε) · k. However, an important open question
is whether the results can be improved for h = k. On
one hand one might want to improve the dependency on
k from log k to, e.g.,

√
log k (as in the case for uniform

metrics). On the other hand, it would be interesting
to investigate whether the dependency on D can be
improved even further or removed altogether. Even for
the seemingly simple case of line-metrics (where D, in
principle, is unbounded) this seems difficult and to the
best of our knowledge the best upper bound that is
independent of D for this case is just the trivial O(k)
(if D is large). Another question is what bounds can
be achieved when h < k. This is a typical resource
augmentation setting. For example, how large does
k need to be, compared to h, to achieve a constant
competitive ratio?
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A Appendix

In the following we show that, on the uniform metric,
an optimal offline algorithm with buffer size k may have
cost that is by an Ω(lnh) factor larger than the cost of an
optimal offline algorithm with buffer size h = k/(1− ε),
for any constant ε > 0.

The problem for the uniform metric, where two items
have either distance 0 or 1 from one another, is the same
as a tree of height one in which items arrive at the leaf



nodes of the tree. Another, more common interpretation
is to view the items as being colored. Two items with the
same color have distance 0 and two items with different
colors have distance 1. In the following, we will use the
latter interpretation. An algorithm incurs a cost of 1
for every color change, that is, switching from removing
items of one color to removing items of another color
from the buffer.

We construct a sequence σ of items such that an
optimal offline algorithm with a buffer of size h can
process all colors in order of appearance with only one
color change per color, which is clearly optimal. An
optimal offline algorithm with buffer-size k < h will
require more color changes.

Our input sequence consists of phases j = 0, . . . , N ,
for some large N � h.

• In phase 0, 1 item of color c1 arrives, followed by
b h
i lnhc items of color ci+1 for each i ≥ 1.

• In phase j > 0, 1 item of color cj arrives. Then,
b h
i lnhc − b

h
(i+1) lnhc items of color cj+i+1 arrive for

each i ≥ 1.

This sequence has the property that by the end of
phase j, b h

i lnhc items of color cj+i+1, for i ≥ 1 have
arrived.

A buffer of size h′ = 1 +
∑

i≥1b
h

i lnhc is necessary
and sufficient to process this sequence with cost equal
to the number of colors N + 1 + bh/ lnhc = O(N). Such
an algorithm holds all items of colors strictly larger than
cj+1 in the buffer at the end of phase j (as well as one
item of color cj+1 which can be removed from the buffer
one step before the item of color cj+1 which arrives in
phase j + 1 is removed from the buffer). There are h′

such items. Note that h ≥ h′ ≥ h · (1 − 1+ln lnh
lnh ), for

sufficiently large h.
An algorithm processing the sequence with a buffer

of size k < h′ will have at least h′ − k of these items
removed from the buffer before the end of phase j. Let
φj be the number of these items removed from the buffer
before the end of phase j. Summing over all phases, we
must have Φ :=

∑
φj ≥ N · (h′ − k).

Switching to a color cj+i+1 in phase j removes at
most b h

i lnhc items from the buffer and thus contributes

at most i · b h
i lnhc ≤

h
lnh to Φ. Over all phases and

colors, we therefore must make at least Φ · lnh
h such color

changes. For k ≤ (1− ε) · h this gives

N · (h′ − k) · lnh

h
≥
(
ε− 1 + ln lnh

lnh

)
· lnh ·N

= Θ(lnh) ·N

color changes. Combined with the fact that an optimal
algorithm with a buffer of size h can process the sequence
at cost O(N), this proves our claim.
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